The Context “Why did we start”
Youth development in Egypt and the Arab world was not
based on methodologies or specific approach, and most of
the work was activities-based

Despite youth constituting the majority of population,
the number of Organizations led by and serving youth
were minimal
Youth Development was not led by specially trained
or qualified “professional youth workers”

Community development was separate from
youth development, and this does not lead
to a genuine deep rooted development.

Who we are

Youth and Development Consultancy Institute (Etijah)

Our Values “What we believe in”

Founded in 2006

We Believe in :

Led by Youth, Serving Youth

Community Youth
Development CYD

Community youth development is defined as working to establish a supportive environment
where meaningful and peaceful relationships are maintained between individuals and peers,
while at the same time, providing different opportunities to enable youth to realize their
full potential and become active and engaged in their own development and communities.
(Perkins et al, 2008)

“ABCD “
Asset Based
Community
Development

Asset Based Community Development (ABCD) is an approach for sustainable communitydriven development. ABCD seeks to link the micro-assets of a specific community to the
wider environment. The power of the ABCD strategy lies in communities themselves who
can drive the development process independently by identifying and utilizing existing assets,
and consequently forming local economic opportunities and solutions. (ABCD Institute, 2008)

Participatory
Approach

Where youth practically contribute along different phases of projects from planning and
designing all the way to implementation, execution and evaluation.

The core values of respect, integrity, freedom, equality,
trust, loyalty and cooperation govern Etijah’s relationships
with partners (i.e. organizations, donors, youth participants,
members, youth workers) within the implemented projects
and initiatives.

We Work with:
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Our Theory of Change
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Our Projects

Pioneers of
Egypt
Public
University
Scholarship

“What We’ve Done”

Tobacco Free
University
Initiative
Improving
Water Quality
Management
Enhancing the
well-being of
Al-Badraman
community

Mapping Youth
Organizations

Egyptian Youth
Together
Against HIV/
AIDS
Youth Initiatives

African Youth
Charter

Economic study
for 10
communities
at El-Minya
governorate

2006

2007

2008

Madrasty

Social Entrepreneurship
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Health

Education
reform in El
Marg District

FTN Federation
of Egyptian
Anti-tobacco
Network
Global Change
Makers (GCM)

Directory of
organizations
working
in human
trafficking in
Egypt
Ezbet
KhairAllah
Community
Study project

(MONAZRA
LAND)
Pioneers of
Egypt

Al Rased
Magazine
Enhancing
Youth
Leadership
Project

Active Citizens
Project

Activating the
Role of Youth in
public life

2009

2010

Environment

Bader le
Dostourak
(Initiate for your
Constitution)

Education
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Promoting Civic
and Political
Awareness of
Egyptian youth

Water
Campaign
(Drop of Water
Initiative)
Etijah Academy
(Retail Project)

Young Arab
Voices

Reproductive
Health Matters
Journal

Capacity
Building Project
of Youth NGOs
(Managerial &
Financial)

2011

2012

2013

Women Empowerment
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Civic Engagement

Strengthened
National
Capacities for
Communitybased
interventions in
Reproductive
Health
Youth
Citizenship
Ambassadors
group
Women Debate
Club
Building
Capacity of
Youth-Focused
Egyptian NGOs

Population

Awareness Clubs

Etijah Academy
– Retail
Program
Youth
Citizenship
Ambassadors’
Group–Phase II
Dream for my
school
Active Citizens
Youth Coalition

Building
Capacity of
Youth Project

Banning
Tobacco
Advertising,
Promotion and
Sponsorship in
Drama

2014

2015

Youth Empowerment

Economic Development
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Impacted Governorates

Our Impact
«It is imperative to ask our self
every morning what will I give those
around me today?» «One cannot feel
self-worth without giving.»
Hisham El Rouby

Alexandria
Assiut 		
Aswan
Behaira
Beni Suef
Cairo 		
Damietta
Daqahleya
Fayoum
Gharbeya
Giza		
Ismailia
Kafr Elsheikh
Luxor 		
Matrouh
Menoufeya
Minia 		
New Valley
North Sinai
Port Said
Qalyoubeya
Qena		
Red Sea		
Sharkeya
Sohag		
South Sinai
Suez 		

16
18
17
17
10
27
10
11
14
12
13
10
10
12
11
12
18
10
11
12
14
18
17
14
16
12
12

In the past 10 years we have worked on over 42 projects all over Egypt. this is how
many times we have impacted each governorate.
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Impacted People

Impacted Policies
Through our inputs we were successfully
able to influence policies on different
levels in Egypt:

2National level

Lives
Impacted

328

1,047,773

NGOs

1- Constitutional level

- Our role and input into the Article 82 in the
new 2014 Egyptian Constitution:
“The state guarantees the care of youth and young
children, in addition to helping them discover their
talents and developing their cultural, scientific,
psychological, creative and physical abilities,
encouraging them to engage in group and
volunteer activity and enabling them to take
part in public life”.

• We have supported the
enforcement of the (WHO) Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control (entered into
force in 2007 in Egypt) for a comprehensive
ban on tobacco advertising, promotion and
sponsorship.
• In 2015 we also took part in the input for the
proposed legislation that is aligned with freedom
of creativity and expression and regulates tobacco
advertising, promotion in Egyptian drama and
TV. We started with the Actors’ Syndicate on
a ‘Code of Conduct’ for the regulation of
smoking scenes on TV series.
At the end of the initiative, we are
hoping that new legislation will
be approved by the
parliament.

142
Schools

3- University level
(South Valley University)
Working with the WHO and the Fund for Drug
Control and Treatment of Addiction, we were able
to introduce an anti-smoking policy at the South
Valley University and its branches on banning
smoking in public on university premises.

Impacted Youths

12

41,611
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Impacted Volunteers “ How we changed their lives”
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10 Things We Have Learned About Youth Development

1
Youth-Adults partnership is crucial
2
Volunteerism is the Key to Youth
3 Development
Youth Come First

6

Partnerships Are The Key as
Together We Can Do More

7

Be Bold In What You Do and
“Practice What You Preach

The needs and aspirations of youth come first as they are the core of development work, youth lives
impacted are the priority and we always need to remind ourselves this is why we do what we do

Youth development cannot be done in isolation of adults and the wider community development. Adults
and youth have to engage and work together to reconcile their different views, expertise and needs.
Both need to learn from each other.

Volunteering remains one of the best ways youth can give back to their community. Youth can be
involved in issues that they care about which guarantees maximum youth engagement. This also equips
them with all the required skills, knowledge and experiences that are crucial for their own personal and
career development.

4
5
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Listen and respect Local
Communities And their needs

Always listen to local communities and partners to better understand how to approach an issue. Always
be aware of the social and cultural context you are working within as this is crucial in order to best tackle
issues with the maximum trust and impact with the community involved. Try to involve not only the local
community, but link with other in the civil society and the private sector as well.

Be Honest, Flexible and Adaptable
Do not stick to “old ways” of doing things and be open to change and dialogue, this opens the door to
“new” ways of finding solutions to “old“ problems. New ideas have to keep up with the pace of rapid
change and progress in society and in the world, especially when it comes to youth
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You have to realize that you cannot work on your own and solve everything in the world, focus on
partnerships and work with diverse groups and learn from them as well to enrich your approach and
to maximize the impact of development work. Having no branches can be substituted by having local
partners working together. But to do “more” does not necessarily mean high quality work as indirect work
with the target groups through others can sometimes mean the work is not of a high quality as direct
work, however, we are able to reach more beneficiaries that way, and thus we have realized it creates a
quality-quantity trade-off

Stop trying to appease everyone, and take brave decisions if you feel they are good on the long-term in
terms of bringing about social change or societal impact.
Do not let others distract you from your original mission. It is important to stick to your values and
principles in all situations.

8
Work Outside Your Comfort Zone
9
Embrace Failures before Successes
10
“Sharing Is Caring"

share your vision and knowledge/expertise with other NGOs and communities to expand your impact
and allow everyone to benefit as much as possible

great things come when we push ourselves to work hard in creatively dealing with new challenges and face
them head on, this can mean working in new environments or taking on different new projects

it is necessary to accept both failures and success of all the work that is done, in the end it is all a
learning reflective process. Documentation is always beneficial in order to learn from past mistakes
and keep the memory alive.
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The Future - “What’s to come” ?

Our strategy for the future

Approaches and methodology to reach our strategy:

Our main approach in developing and applying this strategy is to follow a partnership and participation approach
involving all stakeholders, including civil society; the private sector, the public sector and the government.
Moreover, our approaches of ABCD (assets-based community development), Positive youth development, with
capitalizing on our CYD-based approach as well.

To continue working and
intensifying our efforts on
economic empowerment,
entrepreneurship, social
entrepreneurship and
employment .

The approach will be carried out through various programs related to entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship as
well as employability programs and volunteerism. Also, it will be done through building capacity organizations and youth
informal groups.

Mainly, our target groups for the foreseeable future will be:
To intensify our efforts on
civic engagement and
volunteerism as a key
strategy to community
development.
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To focus our efforts to
have a national youth
policy in Egypt.
Youth
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Youth organizations

Youth informal groups
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Etijah Team in 10 Years

Our Ideas
For Future Programs

Hesham ElRouby
Chairman
Hamed Mohamed Hamed
Treasurer
Ghada Helmy
General Secretary
Mohamed Refaey
Manal Samra
Ahmed Awadallah
Ahmed Bakr
Ahmed Fathy ibrahim
Ahmed Gaber
Ahmed Mohsen
Ahmed Mostafa
Ahmed Nader
Alaa Moustafa Attiah
Aliaa Galal
Amira Ayoub
Amr Abdel Wahab
Arwa Ahmed
Aya Alaa Elhosseiny
Aya Taha
Beshoy Emil Hosny
Dalia Helali
Dalia Mohamed Mohsen
Diana Mohamed Ali
Doaa Helmy
Doaa Saleh
Elzahraa Mahmoud
Emad Said Karim
Emily Renny
Ethar Soliman
Faten Elsaeed
Fatma Hamdy
Fatma Zaki
Hadeel Bahaa
Hadeer Mohamed
Hagar Othman

Hany Elgahmany
Hassan Thabet
Hatem Elmessery
Heba Gamal Ahmed
Helen Gabrah
Hend Mahmoud Hassan
Hesham Elrouby
Inaam Adem Amin
Inas Wahib
Kamal Shaaban
Kareem Shawer
Kerstin Schwarz
Kholoud Ramadan
Lobna Elewa
Maha Ahmed Monib
Mahmoud Abdullah
Mahmoud Elfakharany
Mahmoud Kamal
Mai Amer
Marwa Elsharkawy
May Kasba
Miral maarouf
Moaz Essam Mohamed Ali
Mohamed Abdel Bary Elkhawaga
Mohamed Abdel Megid Elsheikh
Mohamed Abdel Moneam
Mohamed Abdo Ali Etman
Mohamed Ali Elamir
Mohamed Eltoony
Mohamed Farouq
Mohamed Nagy
Mohamed Saber
Mohamed Salah
Mohamed Tedawy
Mona Foad
Morgane Kiok
Mostafa Ibrahim Mostafa
Mushira Kamel

Nardine Alnemr
Nermine George
Nermine Monir
Nesrine Ramadan
Noura Othman
Pensee Afifi
Rana Shehata
Rania Awny
Reem Emad
Rehab Ramadan
Salah Seoudy
Sally Rabia
Samar Salama
Sandy Raafat
Sarah Samy
Shaymaa Ahmed Abdelkhaleq
Shaymaa Elatar
Shaymaa Tawakol
Shereen Zayed
Sherif Ibrahim Abou Elmagd
Soad Hamed
Sondos Balata
Souzan Mansour
Thoraya Abou Bakr
Yasmine Elganayny

"Alonewecan
dosolittle,together
wecandosomuch."
Helen Keller
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Our Partners “Who we Worked with”

